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Training 
Modeling Second Language Change Using Skill Retention Theory, Shearor, Samuel R 
This work analyzed 13 years of Defense Language Institute (DLI data) from over 16,000 military 
linguists to determine if cognitive-based skill retention theory can adequately explain foreign 
language change. Relationships between independent variables suggested by skill retention 
theory and second language change were investigated. http://hdl.handle.net/10945/34742 
An Analysis of Training Requirements and Competencies for the Naval Acquisition 
Systems Engineering workforce,  Alexander, Julie 
This research provides an analysis of the training required by the Defense Acquisition University 
(DAU) for Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA) certification in the 
Systems Planning, Research, Development, and Engineering (SPRDE) Systems Engineering 
(SE) career field. This training curriculum was compared and contrasted with the actual 
knowledge, skills and abilities needed to perform as a proficient naval acquisition systems 
engineer as determined by the Naval Postgraduate School SE Competency Model, as well as to 
DAUs own SPRDE Competency Model.  http://hdl.handle.net/10945/34618 
Retention 
Retention Effects of Immediate Graduate Education in the Nuclear Community, Cheek, 
Sidney W. 
This thesis examines how the timing of graduate education affects retention among officers in 
the nuclear community.   http://hdl.handle.net/10945/34643 
Communications 
Assessing the Use of Social Media in a Revolutionary Environments, Duncan, Kirk A.  
This thesis examines the role that social media plays in various forms of conflict across the 
globe. Specifically, this research assesses and identifies what types of social media should be 
used to support a range of special operations objectives, from strategic influence to disruption, 
coercions, and regime overthrow.   http://hdl.handle.net/10945/34660 
A Breakdown, Application, and Evaluation of the Resiliency Analysis Support Tool 
(RAST) from the Operators Perspective, Lomax, James; Ahn, Ji; Shewmake, Lester 
This project provides an assessment of the current RAST system, its ease of understanding with 
potential users, and an application of the system to a particular disaster in the Pacific Command 
area of responsibility (AOR). http://hdl.handle.net/10945/34698 
HSI 
A Human Systems Integration Analysis of the Army Suicide Prevention Program, Bell, 
Bridgette 
A Human Systems Integration (HSI) analysis of the Army Suicide Prevention Program (ASPP) 
was conducted to gain feedback from soldiers and leaders. The scope of this study limited 
analysis to the prevention activities associated with the ASPP system. A retrospective analysis of 
Army suicide statistics from 20082011 was conducted prior to data collection. During 24 in-
person interviews, soldiers assessed the importance of the four user needs, the usefulness of the 
systems interfaces, and overall effectiveness of the system. The research team drew conclusions 
about two of the four research questions. http://hdl.handle.net/10945/34626  
MPTE and Cloud Technology 
Wireless Cloud Computing on Guided Missile Destroyers: a business case analysis, Ball, 
Raymond T. Jr. 
This is a Business Case Analysis of the cost and benefits of implementing a Wireless Cloud 
Computing Network (WCCN) onboard Guided Missile Destroyers (DDGs) utilizing tablet 
computers. It compares the life cycle costs of WCCNs utilizing tablet computers over a mixed 
network of thin clients and desktop computers. Currently, the Consolidated Afloat Networks and 
Enterprise Services (CANES) program will install both thin clients and desktops on board new 
and old DDGs to implement the unclassified portion of its network. The main cost benefits of 





   
